How your money could help
The money you raise will be used to fund a variety of projects supporting young people and
adults with learning disabilities and autism.

£10
could buy tools for our social
enterprise project where people get
training and skills in gardening and
horticulture.

£20
could buy three hours of one to
one support from a Travel Buddy;
enabling individuals to gain the
skills and confidence to travel on
public transport, overcoming
isolation and building confidence
and self-esteem.

£120

£15
could buy utensils for one of
our catering projects.

£50

could buy arts and crafts
materials, enabling creative
activities that encourage
self-expression and
develop social skills.

£75
could buy seven hours of additional support
for an individual to get out and about and
take part in social activities within their local
community.

could pay for one day at our summer camp for a young
person, where they’ll gain independence and selfconfidence, make new friends and learn about choices in
the transition into adulthood.

£120

could buy a digital camera designed for the
needs of people with learning disabilities.

£150
could buy software
packages to help people
we support improve
their literacy.

£1000
could buy innovative technology
allowing people with multiple
learning disabilities to take
control of their environment; it
could be something as simple as
being able to control the TV,
lights, music or heating, but can
make a massive difference to a
person’s wellbeing.

£5000

£200
could pay for someone we support
to have a relaxation session with a
qualified therapist, improving their
quality of life.

£500

could buy farming
equipment for use at
our Elm Tree Farm
project.

£2000
could buy specialist sensory equipment
to provide a stimulating environment
for people with multiple learning
disabilities.

could renovate a garden in one of our residential
homes, providing tranquil areas, vegetable plots,
stimulation and sensory planting, accessibility for
wheelchair users and a safe space where residents can
relax.

